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I.    Introduc tion 

Several test batteries have been fairly su-cessful in predicting 

whether or not a student will succeed in science work in college, but 

these batteries make no claims other than that of predicting scholastic 

success or failure.    They do not attempt to say whether the student will 

get along well in the world of science once he finishes school.    Scholastic 

"scientific aptitude" and true scientific aptitude cannot be assumed to 

be the same, and there is an evident need for tests measuring the latter. 

But is there actually such a thing as scientific aptitude which can be 

isolated and measured and measured as an entity? 

Lewis Terman did a study with a group of gifted children who were 

selected in 1921 and were followed closely through their careers to see 

if the ones who became scientists were different in Interests, abilities, 

and personality from those who went into other fields.      Four detailed 

field studies were done on these persons:    the studies of 1921, 1927, 

1939, and 1950.    There were all types of test data on them from about 

eleven years of age to about forty.    From these individuals Terman 

selected those from the following areas for comparison: 

1. physical sciences (research) 
2. engineering 
3. medical biological sciences 
k, physical biological sciences (non-research) 
5. social sciences 
6. law 
7. humanities 

■•■Lewis M. Terman,   "Are Scientists Different?"    Scientific American, 
CXCII (January, 1955), pp. 25-29. 
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The members of the group who majored in social sciences were mostly 

in the field of business.    Those who went into research,   such as some of 

the economics majors, were not included:    they did not fit into the 

category of businessmen, could not be considered as scientists, and were 

too few in number for statistical treatment as a separate group.    Those 

used in this study were measured on scientific interests and abilities 

in eleven dimensions—some of which were measured in 1922 and some in 

19U0 after they were grown men.    (Only men were used for this study of 

scientists, as there were only a few women out of the group of gifted 

children who became scientists.)    They were also measured on fifteen 

factors of sociability.    These measurements were taken from tests and 

ratings given in 1922, 19U0, and 1950.    The results showed that the 

science group scored significantly higher on science interest and lower 

on social traits than the businessmen-lawyer group or the humanities 

group.    The businessmen and lawyers were the exact opposite and made the 

highest scores on sociability traits and scored lowest on science.    The 

humanities group was in between these two groups on both traits.    Of 

course,  there was some overlapping of scores made by the scientists and 

the businessmen-lawyers; but most of the comparisons were statistically 

significant. 

Terman concluded that differences do exist between scientists and 

other people; and furthermore, these differences were about as great 

when the persons were children as when they were adults and settled in 

their professions. 



Another study, made by Anne Roe, has similarities with that done 

by Termanj and the results are essentially the same.      In addition to 

showing that there are differences in interests and abilities of scientists 

and non-scientists, Roe charted the occupations of the fathers of the 

scientists.    Some of the fathers were scientists, but most came from other 

professions.    Like Terman's group, these men were also interested in science 

when they were children. 

Since there seemed to be some justification for attempting to construct 

a test for scientific aptitude, it was necessary to find a model for the 

new test.    The test constructer can save himself a lot of trial-and-error 

guesswork if he has some sort of a model to go by.    The model can be an 

empirical one patterned after other tests which have already had some 

degree of success, and/or it can be a theoretical model based on what the 

constructer thinks the test should be.    In this case, it was decided that 

both types of model should be used.    First, the theoretical model would 

be drawn up stating which traits were to be tested and defining those traits. 

After that was decided upon, other tests already in existence which claimed 

to test these traits would be examined.    The best of these would be used as 

empirical models.    For the experienced constructer who already knows much 

about making up test items, the empirical model would be perhaps unnecessary; 

he could make up all the test items entirely by himself.    But in this case, 

the test constructer was quite inexperienced; and it seemed better that the 

items be taken from other tests.    The fact that the questions came from 

other tests does not mean that the test would not be original; for though 

2Anne Roe,  "A Psychologist Examines 6k Eminent Scientists," Scientific 
American. CLXXXVII (November, 1952), pp. 21-25. 



the items themselves would not be original, the particular combination 

in which they would appear would differ from that of any other test thus 

far written. 

The purpose of the test constructed in this project was to differ- 

entiate between the scientist and the non-scientist. let, it is very 

difficult to construct a model for the ideal scientist; because in reality 

the individual requirements for going into different sciences and different 

scientific jobs differ greatly. Therefore, any one model could not possibly 

include all the qualities which might be necessary in a particular scien- 

tific job; it could only include those which would he essential for all 

scientists. Nevertheless, these are the traits selected as being indicative 

of scientific aptitude and necessary for success in the field of science: 

1. Critical Thinking Ability 

The ideal scientist should be able to examine a 

situation thoroughly and critically before forming final 

conclusions. Being exact and cautious does not exclude 

originality, daring ideas, or taking chances. But the 

scientist should be aware of the chances he is taking 

and know their possible results. He should also know 

the difference between the situation in which he is 

following an accepted course and that in which he is 

introducing something unorthodox or new into his 

conclusions. 

2. Ability to See New Relationships 

This would involve applying old principles to new 

things and devising new principles and uses for old things. 



3. Mathematical Ability 

Since mathematics is important in all branches of 

science, the scientist should have some knowledge of the 

subject and be able to deal with formulas and mathematical 

symbolism. A test of arithmetic, however, would not be 

adequate, as arithmetic is more of a clerical skill than 

a mathematical one. 

h. Interest in Scientific Matters 

If a scientist is to be successful, he must be 

Interested in science as well as possessed of scien- 

tific abilities. This means that he probably does a 

lot of reading in scientific areas, and it will be evident 

in a good scientific vocabulary. 

5. Creative Ability 

It is difficult to define creative ability and 

even more difficult to test it. Unfortunately, there 

is no really satisfactory test for creative ability on 

the market as yet; and this being the case, it was 

decided not to try to test this trait, except in the 

sense implied by "ability to see new relationships" 

discussed above. 

With the foregoing considerations in mind, we now briefly review 

pertinent tests already published. 



II.    Tests of Scientific Aptitude Already Published 

One of the first attempts to develop a test of scientific aptitude 

resulted in the Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test by D. L. Zyve.    This 

test is composed of eleven sub-tests considered to be measures of com- 

ponents of scientific aptitude.    The hypothetical components are experi- 

mental bentj  clarity of definition;  suspended versus snap judgment; 

reasoning; recognition of inconsistencies; fallacies; induction, deduction, 

and generalization; caution and thoroughness; discrimination of values in 

selecting and arranging experimental data; accuracy of interpretation; 

and accuracy of observation.    This test is intended for high school juniors 

and seniors and for college students.    It is a power test, i. e., one with 

no time limit.    Most people finish the test in one to two hours.-' 

The scores on the test taken by fifty research students at Stanford 

University had a correlation of ,7k with ratings made by faculty members 

of their scientific aptitude. However, later investigations have failed 

to confirm the suggested high validity of the test. Studies at Yale and 

at the College of the City of New York found correlations with science 

grades to be in the .30*s. They reported a reliability of only .60 for 

the entire test.^ 

Even though the validity of the Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test has 

failed to be confirmed, the test is still an intriguing one.    One might 

wonder why it has not been revised and properly standardized.    A further 

look at this test will show that revising it would be more trouble than 

creating a new test "from scratch." The test as it stands now has no 

^David L. Zyve, Explanatory Booklet for the Stanford Scientific 
Aptitude Test, pp. 1-IoV 

^Anne Anastasi, Psychological Testing, p. $1$. 



separate answer sheet and must be hand-scored.    In order to convert the 

test to the machine-scoring type, it would be necessary to reconstruct 

the entire test using different items for most of the sub-tests.    Many of 

the sub-tests do not appear always to be testing what their titles would 

lead one to think. 

Milton Mandell devised a battery of tests which was designed to 

measure originality in the physical sciences."    This battery was made up 

of the following tests:    figure analogies, Gottschaldt figures,    spatial 

relations tests, formulation, letter series, table reading, vocabulary, 

Interpretation of data, hypotheses, scrambled sentences, and scientific 

subject matter.    This study was done for the 0. S. Civil Service Commission 

for purposes of personnel selection.    There were three comparisons made: 

(1) correlation of test scores with ability in basic research,   (2) relation- 

ship of test scores to ratings on originality, and (3) critical ratios 

between research and non-research groups.    Unfortunately, most of the 

correlations were close to zero.    The author felt this outcome may have 

been due to the small number of items in each test.    Since this was intended 

to be only a preliminary study, he felt that many different types of tests 

should be used.    In order to persuade men to take the test, the total time 

had to be kept fairly short, and each sub-test was therefore very brief. 

The two tests which had the most significant results were formulation 

and scientific subject matter.    Formulation was good in differentiating 

research from non-research personnel.    Subject matter tests correlated 

highly with ratings on originality in physicists, chemists, and engineers. 

Hilton M. Mandell,   "Measuring Originality in the Physical Sciences," 
Educational and Psychological Measurement, X,  (1950), pp. 380-85. 

"Gottschaldt figures are representations in which familiar figures 
are concealed within more complex figures.    The task is to find the hidden 
figure. 



Another test for scientific aptitude which has been more widely used 

and better standardized than either of the two tests discussed is the 

Engineering and Physical Science Aptitude Test.7 This test is made up of 

six individually timed sub-tests: mathematics, formulation, physical 

science comprehension, arithmetic reasoning, verbal comprehension, and 

mechanical comprehension. It is essentially a speed rather than a power 
O 

test, intended for use at the college level.      The whole test requires 

approximately seventy-five minutes to take. 

George Gregg gave the EPSAT to 352 freshmen entering the College of 

Engineering of the University of Colorado in the fall of 1°U8.9   A year 

later, he found the correlations between the various sub-scores of the 

test and grades relating to science subjects.    The directions of the manual 

suggest a corrective formula to cancel out the effects of guessing on the 

test.        In this study,  one validation of the test was done using the cor- 

rective formula and another validation using just the raw scores.    When 

the scores were corrected for guessing, the r coefficient was .63; when 

the scores were not corrected for guessing, it was .58.    Though this 

difference is small,  it does seem to justify the use of the corrective 

formula. 

Griffin and Borow found the coefficient of correlation between scores 

on EPSAT and science grades to be .737 when they gave the test to 188 

engineering students at Pennsylvania State College. 
7This test will hereafter be referred to as EPSAT. 
8Bruce V. Moore, C. J. Lapp, and Charles H. Griffin, Manual for the 

Engineering and Physical Science Aptitude Test, p. 3. 

9George W. Gregg, "An Investigation of the Reliability and Validity of 
the Engineering and Physical Science Aptitude Test," Journal of Educational 
Research. XLV,  (December, 1951), pp.  299-305. 

10Hoore, Lapp,  and Griffin, op_. cit. p. 5. 
1:iC. H. Griffin and H. Borow, "An Engineering and Physical Science 

Aptitude Test," Journal of Applied Psychology, XXVI,   (October, 19hk), 
PP. 376-387. 



Not all studies done with EPSAT,  however, have gotten such favorable 

results.    Cooprider and Laslette did a study comparing science grades with 

scores on EPSAT, the Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test, the American Council 

on Education Psychological Examination,12 and the Ohio State University 

Psychological Test.13    For subjects they used 376 male engineering students 

who had completed two to six quarters of college work. 

Brief descriptions of EPSAT and the Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test 

have already been given.    The ACE examination is designed to appraise the 

scholastic aptitude of students entering college.        The manual claims that 

linguistic tests give high correlations with scholarship in the liberal arts 

colleges and that quantitative tests do a better job of predicting success 

in scientific and technical schools.    The ACE examination has been designed 

to take care of both.    It has three quantitative sub-tests, which combined 

give a Q-acorej and it has three linguistic sub-tests, which give an L-score. 

The quantitative sub-tests are arithmetical reasoning, number series, and 

figure analogies.    The linguistic sub—tests are same-opposite,  completion, 

and verbal analogies.    The scores of all six sub-tests can be combined to 

give a total or composite score.    Each sub-test is timed separately, and 

the entire test requires approximately an hour to administer.    The ACE exam- 

ination is essentially a speed test rather than a power test. 

12 This will hereafter be referred to as the ACE examination. 

13H. A. Cooprider and H. R. Laslette, "Predicitive Values of the 
Stanford Scientific and the Engineering and Physical Science Aptitude 
Tests," Educational and Psychological Measurement, VIII,   (November, 19U8), 
PP. 683-BT: —  

■^Manual of Instructions for American Council on Education Psychological 
Examination, p.  2. 
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The Ohio State University Psychological Test is made up of three 

sub-tests.    They are same-opposites, word relationships, and reading 

comprehension.    There is no time limit." 

Cooprider and Laslette»s study showed that the Q-score and the T-score 

of the ACE examination,  and scores from EPSAT, and the Stanford Scientific 

Aptitude Test are all about equal in their ability to predict grades in 

science.16    The correlations were disappointingly low, however;  the Q-score 

and the T-score had correlations with science grades of ,k0 and .39 respec- 

tively.    EPSAT's correlation was .39, and the Stanford Scientific Aptitude 

Test correlated .37 with science grades.    The L-score of the ACE examination 

and the Ohio State University Psychological Test, as might be expected,  had 

much lower correlations with grades in science.    The conclusion that 

Cooprider and Laslette draw is that the tests specifically designed to test 

scientific aptitude do not do any better job of it than do tests which are 

designed to measure general scholastic aptitude. 

Although the correlations with science grades of EPSAT, ACE, and the 

Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test were low,  it was nevertheless decided 

that these tests are the best predictors of scientific aptitude on the 

market.    These instruments were therefore used as models for the new test. 

■^George A. Ferguson, The Fourth Mental Measurements Yearbook, p. 310. 

1 Cooprider and Laslette, p£. cit., pp. 685-87. 
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III.    Preparation of the New Test 

With the old tests and the traits desirable for the ideal scientist 

in mind, (pages U-5),  the new test was written. 

To test mathematical ability the mathematics test and the formulation 

test were selected from EPSAT.    While both of these tests are related to 

mathematics, they measure two entirely different skills.    The mathematics 

test is composed of simple algebraic problems and requires a knowledge of 

high school algebra.    The formulation test does not require any knowledge 

of mathematics,  but calls for an ability to express a formula in mathematical 

symbolism.    The formulation test was felt to be especially important, as 

it is not so much -influenced by training in mathematics as the mathematics 

test.    It would be just about ijnpossible to make up a test which would not 

be influenced by previous training, but it is certainly desirable that an 

aptitude test be as little Influenced by educational training as possible. 

To measure interest in science two other tests,  also from EPSAT, were 

selected.    They were physical science comprehension,  a true-false quiz on 

well-known scientific facts,  and verbal comprehension, a vocabulary test 

containing chiefly words used in connection with scientific matters.    It 

might be asked why these two tests were chosen to measure interest in 

science, for they seem to be testing a knowledge of science rather than 

just interest.    The answer is that they probably measure both.    A person 

with scientific ability who is also interested in science will voluntarily 

expose hijnself to general information concerning science and will acquire 

a scientific vocabulary.    It is also true that a person not interested in 

science but who has had sufficient training in it would also pick up this 
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type of information and vocabulary.    Therefore, a high score on these two 

tests would not necessarily be indicative of high interest in science; but 

a low score would be very significant.    It would either mean that the person 

was not interested in science, or that, if he were interested, he lacked 

sufficient ability to be successful in it. 

One test was chosen from the ACE examination.    This was the number 

series test.    It was felt that this test was appropriate for measuring the 

ability to see relationships.    A spatial relationship test might have been 

desirable, too; but it was impractical to use a measure of that sort because 

of the difficulty in printing the elaborate drawings. 

No tests were used from the Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test.    The 

form of the test was such that it could not have a separate answer sheet 

which could be machine scored.    Instead of the Stanford Scientific Aptitude 

Test, sub-tests from the Watson-Qlaser Critical Thinking Appraisal were 

used.    This test, although not primarily designed as a scientific aptitude 

measure,  actually correlates very highly with the Stanford Scientific Aptitude 

Test.1'    The two instruments appear to be very similar in the type of 

questions asked.    The Watson-Glaser test has the advantage of being a much 

more recent test1   with more up-to-date questions, and it can be machine 

scored.    The authors emphasize that their test is not in any way related 

to an intelligence measure.    They say that many people with superior mental 

ability do poorly on this test, but that those who do well on it are also 

very likely to score well on an intelligence test. 

'Anastasi,  op_.  cit., p. 51$. 

l8The Stanford Scientific Aptitude Test was published in 1929 and 1930; 
the Watson-Qlaser Critical Thinking Test was published in 1952. 

19Goodwin Watson and Edward Maynard Olaser, Watson-Qlaser Critical 
Thinking Appraisal, p. 9. 
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One point In favor of using parts of the Watson-Glaser Critical Thinking 

Appraisal is that it is very different from an achievement test.    Its sub- 

tests are inference, recognition of assumptions, deduction,  interpretation, 

and evaluation of arguments.    Of these five sub-tests, inference and recog- 

nition of assumptions appeared to be the best for measuring critical thinking 

ability; and they were selected to be included in the new instrument. 

These seven sub-tests, then, made up the battery for the new scientific 

aptitude test:    inference,  recognition of assumptions, mathematics, formu- 

lation, physical science comprehension, verbal comprehension,  and number 

series.    While all of the questions were taken directly from the sub-tests 

which have been previously mentioned, the new sub-tests are not identical 

with the sub-tests that appear in the parent tests.    In order to get in 

several different types of measures in a short period of time,  all of the 

original sub-tests were greatly shortened; and only some of their questions 

appear in the new instrument.    This means that, although the sub-test items 

are not original,  the sub-tests are.    The new sub-tests will have to be 

validated just as though their items were entirely new, for the validation 

data on the original tests cannot possibly apply to certain isolated pieces 

from them. 

Each of the seven sub-tests in individually timed.    One unusual feature 

is that the reading of the directions for each sub-test is part of that test. 

The person administering the examination does not go over the directions 

with the group before each of the sub-tests; each person is responsible for 

understanding them himself.    This is quite different from the procedure 

followed on other tests.    Usually the examiner reads the directions aloud, 
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and numerous sample problems are done before the person is allowed to 

proceed with the test.    For the new test, that procedure was considered 

to be unnecessary.    The scientist should be able to follow directions 

accurately; and if the printed directions are clear,  there should be no 

need of drilling. 

The entire test required forty-five minutes to take.    This meant that 

it was suitable to give in one class period.    A copy of this new test is 

included in the appendix. 
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IV.    Sanpling Procedure 

The ideal way to validate a test of scientific aptitude would be to 

examine thousands of high school seniors or college freshmen and then wait 

about twenty years to see which ones actually become successful scientists. 

It would be simple to check whether a correlation then existed between scores 

on the test and success in science.    Unfortunately,  in a one-semester Honors 

Project that procedure is not possible. 

The next best thing would be to find a group of persons who were already 

successful scientists and see if they made significantly higher scores than 

those who were not scientists.    This, too, was not possible to do in the short 

time available.    In order to select a group of ideal scientists, it would be 

necessary to do extensive research,  studying the records of each person 

considered.    Even if there were time to do this, there would still be the 

oroblem of getting them all together, for they would come from all parts 

of the country. 

The third best thing to do was to use a group of people who were in 

the field of science but who were not necessarily "ideal" scientists.    This 

method would eliminate the time-consuming case study of each person to see 

if he qualified.    Merely holding a job in science could be the criterion 

for the scientist.    The group which was most accessible were the science 

faculty members of Woman's College of the University of North Carolina. 

All of them probably would not meet the rigid requirements for the ideal 

scientist, and this circumstance would tend to make the results less 

impressive.    But assuming there is such a thing as scientific aptitude 

which can be measured, it seemed logical to assume that science faculty 

members would possess more of it than groups outside the sciences and 
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that there should be some overall differences between the two groups.    The 

group that would be the best for comparison with science faculty members 

would be composed of non-science faculty members of the Woman's College of 

the University of North Carolina,  inasmuch as both groups would be on 

approximately the same educational and intellectual level. 

Not only would college faculty members be tested, but also students. 

The students would be treated very much like the faculty members.    There 

would be two groups, one of science majors and one of non-science majors. 

Science-majoring students are certainly not ideal scientists; but as a 

group,  they should have some scientific aptitude.    It would be expected 

that the science majors would do better than the non-science majors and 

that the science faculty members would do better than the non-science 

faculty members.    The students would also be compared with the faculty 

members; and it was quite uncertain as to how that would come out, especially 

the science students in comparison with non-science faculty members. 

All juniors and seniors who were majoring in a science subject were 

asked to take the test.    While not every student who was asked was able to 

take the test,  all the science departments were represented in the sample. 

The biology and psychology departments, however, were more heavily repre- 

sented in the sample than the other science departments.    Students who were 

taking Psychology 221 (Introductory Psychology) were used for the non-science 

group of students.    This is a course required for all students getting a 

teaching certificate, and all types of majors enroll in it.    Science majors 

who were in this class were not asked to take the test over again if they 

had taken it with the science majors.    However, if they had not taken the 

test before,  they did take it; and their scores were, of course, counted 

in with the other science majors. 
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All the science faculty members at Woman's College of the University 

of North Carolina were asked to take the test.    There were thirty-five of 

these in all.    A selective random sample was drawn of the remaining faculty 

for the non-science group.    It was necessary to make the random sample 

selective because, as some departments were larger than others, a purely 

random sample would have biased the sample towards those departments.    After 

a random sample was drawn, some of the people from the larger departments 

were randomly marked off, thus making all departments as equally represented 

as possible. 

One of the main problems connected with giving the test to faculty 

members was persuading them to take the test.    Practically none would consent 

to take a test that required much time,  and so the test had to be made short. 

The test, as was mentioned earlier, required only forty-five minutes and 

could easily be taken in one class period.    A letter asking for the cooperation 

of the faculty members in taking the test was sent to all the members of the 

science faculty and to those selected in the random sample from non-science 

departments.    There was no way of knowing how many would accept the invitation 

to take the test; but it seemed likely that a higher percentage of the science 

faculty would be willing than the non-science faculty,   since the test was 

concerned with detecting scientific aptitude.    Therefore, more letters were 

sent out to the non-science faculty than to the science faculty.    This was 

done in order to make the two groups approximately equal in number.    In all 

there were one hundred letters sent out,  thirty-five to the science faculty 

and sixty-five to the non-science faculty. 

The student science majors were urged by the heads of their departments 

to take the test.    However, there was no great pressure put on themj and 
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those who took the test did so entirely of their own will with the exception 

of the biology students.    The biology students were asked by their depart- 

ment head to come to a meeting, the purpose of which was unknown to them. 

At the meeting they were given the test.    This probably accounts for the 

large number of biology students taking the test. 

The non-science students were the easiest of all to "induce" to take 

the test, as they did not have much choice about it. They were given the 

test during their regular Psychology 221 class periods. 
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V.    Administering the Test 

The test was extremely easy to administer.    Each group was told:    "You 

are about to take a scientific aptitude test.    It will require only forty- 

five minutes.    The test is made up of seven sub-tests,  and each sub-test 

is timed separately.    Use only the time allotted for each test.    If you 

finish a test before time is called, do not look back to a test already 

taken or go on to a new one.    If you have any figuring to do on paper, please 

use the answer sheet rather than the test booklet.    When you get to a ques- 

tion that you do not know the answer to, guess if your guess is based on 

something; but do not guess randomly, for you will be penalized somewhat 

for your wrong answers.    You are responsible for reading the directions for 

each test yourself.    When I say 'Begin,' turn over your test booklets and 

read the directions for Test 1.    After you have finished reading the direc- 

tions, begin immediately working on the problems.    Are there any questions?" 

That was all the test administrator had to do except to time each test. 

Occasionally someone would have difficulty in reading a question due to poor 

printing of the test.    In that case,  the person giving the test would read 

the question for him.     But if anyone had trouble understanding what the ques- 

tion meant, the test administrator was not allowed to interpret the question. 

It was not possible for the same person to give all of the tests.    In 

some cases a student administered the test, and in others a faculty member. 

However,  the lack of uniformity in administrators should not have affected 

the results seriously since the test was virtually self-administering. 
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The printing was the biggest problem in administering this test.    The 

tests were run off by hand on a duplicating machine whi^h prints rather 

inconsistently.    Although only the best copies were used,   some of them are 

in places faint and "fuzzy."    (Note page 2 of the test in the appendix.) 
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VI.    Results 

Fifty-four students majoring in science took the test.    More than 

fifty-four non-science students took it; but, to keep the groups equal, 

only fifty-four tests from the non-science group were randomly selected 

to be checked.    It is not necessary for the groups to be equal, but it 

is somewhat easier to compare then statistically if they are.    Fifteen 

science faculty members took the test, and eighteen non-science faculty 

took it.    Since both of these groups were so small,  there was no attempt 

made to equate them. 

The members of the science faculty were called Group 1, the members 

of the non-science faculty, Group 2j Group 3 were the science students, 

and Group lj, the non-science students.    When there are four groups, it is 

possible to make six comparisons:    Groups 1 and 2,  Groups 1 and 3,  Groups 

1 and U, Groups 2 and 3»  Groups 2 and k, and Groups 3 and h»    To compare 

20 the mean score of one group with that of another, t ratios were used. 

The t value must at least meet the 5% level of significance in order for 

the difference between groups to be considered non-accidental. 

The results of the comparisons are shown in Table I and in Figures 

1-7.    These data are discussed in the following section of this report. 

°A t test is a statistical procedure designed especially for comparing 
small groups. Two-tailed tests were used instead of one-tailed tests, as it 
was not certain in which direction the differences in scores would fall. 
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TABLE I 

Analysis of the differences between means 

If sig., is diff. 
TEST t VALUE Significant? in the expected 

direction? 

TEST I 
Inference 

Groups 1 and 2 .27 no 
"   1 and 3 .0015 no 
■   1 and 1; .39 no 
"   2 and 3 .23 no 
"   2 and h .72 no 
»  3 and h .57 no 

TEST II 
Recognition of 
Assumptions 

Groups 1 and 2 .28 no 
■   1 and 3 1.53 no 
■   1 and k .8I4 no 
»   2 and 3 2.31 yes no 
"   2 and h 1.10 no 
"   3 and h .90 no 

TEST III 
Mathematics 
Groups 1 and 2 2.33 yes yes 

n   1 and 3 2.06 yes yes 
■   1 and h 5.33 yes 
"   2 and 3 .96 no 
"   2 and U 2.30 yes yes 
"   3 and U U.67 yes* yes 

TEST IV 
Formulation 

Groups 1 and 2 1.13 no 
"   1 and 3 .75 no 
■   1 and U 1.97 no 
"   2 and 3 .58 no 
"   2 and U .1*7 no 
"   3 and h IM no 

21The * indicates that the difference was great enough to meet the 
1% level of significance. 
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TEST 

TEST V 

TABLE I (Continued) 

t VALUE Significant? 
If Big., is diff. 
in the expected 
direction? 

Physical Science 
Comprehension 

Groups 1 and 2 .75 no 
it 1 and 3 3.22 yes 
ii 1 and It 6.11i yes* 
H 2 and 3 2.68 yes 
I 2 and h 5.87 yes* 
n 3 and h 2.30 yes 

TEST VI 
Verbal Comprehension 

Groups 1 and 2 1.U5 no 
II 1 and 3 5.77 yes* 
II 1 and ii 7.58 yes* 
n 2 and 3 5.02 yes* 
N 2 and li 6.17 yes* 
R 3 and h 2.81 yes 

TEST VII 
Number Series 

Groups 1 and 2 1.19 no 
II 1 and 3 .ii5 no 
n 1 and U .85 no 
II 2 and 3 1.16 no 
■ 2 and li 2.86 yes 
II 3 and h 2.11i yes 

yes 
yes 
no 

yes 
yes 

yes 
yes 
no 

yes 
yes 

yes 
yes 

Even though there was a significant difference between some of the 

groups,  there was a great deal of overlapping of individual scores.    This 

is made obvious by the frequency distributions of the raw scores on pages 

2li-30. 
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Figure   1 

TEST  I     INFBRBNSa 

Listribution   of Scores by   Groups,   with Group  Means(ff) 
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Figure   2 

TEST   II     RECOGNITION OF   ASSUMPTIONS 

Llstir ibution   of  Scores  by Groups,   with  Group Means 
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Figure   3 
TEST   III     MATHEMATICS. 

Listribution   of Scores  by   Groups,   with Group Means 
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Figure [) 

TEST   IV     FORMULATION 

Mstribution  of Scores   by Groups,   with  Group Means 
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Figure   5 

TEST V     PhY^ICAL iiCiK.JCi;  COJtarRhmii^ION 

Distribution   of Scores  by   Groups,   with  Group  Means 
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Figure   6 

TEST VI     VERBAL  COMPREHENSION 

Distribution  of  Scores   by   Groups,   with   Group Means 
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Figure   7 
TEST  VII     NUMBER  SERIES 

Distribution   of Scores   by  Groups,   with  Group  keens 
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VII.    Interoretation of Results 

The comparisons between Oroups 1 and 2,  the science faculty and the 

non-science faculty, were disappointing.    Out of the seven comparisons 

between these two groups, only one was significant, that of Test III,  the 

mathematics test.    This is the test which would be most influenced by 

previous training, and it would be a strange test indeed if the science 

faculty did not do better on it than the non-science faculty.    The other 

six tests came out with the differences between the two groups so slight 

that they had to be attributed to chance.    In fact, on three of the tests 

the non-science faculty did slightly better than the science faculty. 

The comparisons between Groups 3 and li,  science students and non- 

science students,  are a little more encouraging.    In four out of the seven 

tests,  the science students made significantly better scores.    These tests 

were mathematics,  physical science comprehension, verbal comprehension,  and 

number series.    However, with the exception of number series, these tests 

are the ones which would be most likely to be affected by training as opposed 

to aptitude.    The comparisons between these two groups, while more hopeful 

than between the faculty groups, are less significant than they might appear 

at first sight. 

Oroups 2 and 3, non-science faculty and science students, were compared 

mainly to see what made the most difference, additional education on the part 

of the faculty members or aptitude on the part of the students.    Education 

seemed to influence the results the most.    The non-science faculty members 

had higher mean scores on five of the tests,  and the difference was a 
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significant one on three of these tests.    The science students had higher 

mean scores on two of the tests, and in neither rase was the difference 

significant.    This is discouraging, for it seems to indicate that the general 

educational level of the person or scholastic aptitude influences the results 

of the test more than scientific aptitude.    If this be the case,   then the 

significant differences between the science faculty and non-science students 

are pretty well accounted for. 

Does this mean then that the whole project was a failure because the 

test seems to be just another scholastic aptitude test and not a scientific 

aptitude test?    Not at all.    Admittedly, the test in its present form is not 

much good for detecting scientific aptitude.    But that does not mean that 

all the effort spent was wasted. 

When a test is constructed and validated for the first time by an 

inexperienced person, mistakes are bound to be made.    However, the person 

conducting the study should and usually does recognize many of his mistakes 

as such and gains new insight into the situation.    Almost as soon as the 

project gets under way, he starts making plans for how it could be improved 

should he ever have the opportunity to do it again.    Many do have the 

opportunity and do an experiment or a study several times before coming up 

with one which they feel is worthy of being published.    While it is not 

likely that this project will be repeated any time soon, it seemed helpful 

to note some of the main shortcomings of it. 

All the sub-tests were too short.    They were deliberately made short 

so that as many different types of tests could be included in as short a 

testing period as possible.    However, this meant sacrificing some of the 

tests1 validity.    The science faculty made a higher mean score on the 
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formulation test than did the non-science faculty. The science students 

did better on it than the non-science students. This test, however, had 

only five questions; and the differences between any two groups were too 

slight to be statistically significant. The test on formulation was the 

shortest in the whole group, but none of the tests were more than half as 

long as the original tests from which they were taken. 

The sample of people tested,   especially the faculty members, was too 

small.    There were only fifteen science faculty members in the sample and 

eighteen non-science faculty members.    Despite the fact that the science 

group did have in common the fact that they were all in the field of science, 

it was still a very heterogeneous group.    In those fifteen people were 

represented both sexes, all the different sciences, and wide age variation. 

To offset the differences within such a varied group, a sample of several 

hundred should have been used.    The eighteen non-science faculty members 

were, on the other hand, not as heterogeneous as might have been desired. 

Efforts were made to invite about the same number from each department so 

that they would be equally represented.    However, the faculty members did 

not accept in the same proportions in which they were invited.    For some 

reason, the history department was very heavily represented; at least five 

out of the eighteen were from the history department. 

It would not have hurt for the student group to have been larger, too; 

but the size of this group is not nearly so inadequate as that of the faculty 

group.    Fifty-four is not a bad number considering the fact that they were 

all of the same sex and within two years of being the same age. 

There were a few typographical errors in the test which had to be cor- 

rected, and in some cases the printing was distractingly poor.    It is 
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difficult to say what effect this had on the results of the test, but the 

test would certainly be better standardized if the printing were uniform 

on all the copies and if there were no mistakes to stumble over. 

The criterion for the science group was a fair one for a preliminary 

study.    Tet, just because a person is in the field of science is really no 

indication that it is what he is best suited for.    In validating a test for 

scientific aptitude, one should do it with people that are known to possess 

it.    In this case, we had a test which we thought would test scientific 

aptitude; and we tested a group which we thought would possess scientific 

aptitude.    If the results did not come out favorably, as they did not, it 

could not be determined whether the test lacked ability to detect scientific 

aptitude or the group tested lacked the aptitude.    In the case of the students, 

many were sophomores who had only selected their majors tentatively and might 

possibly change their minds or go into some other field after college.    There 

is then even less certainty that the science students had scientific aptitude 

than the faculty. 

If the project could be done again, then, these are the ways in which 

it would be changed: 

There would be three groups of people tested:    experts in the field of 

science, experts in fields other than science, and ordinary people chosen 

randomly from the population.    There would be a definite criterion by which 

to judge whether a person qualified as an expert or not, and this criterion 

vould be a rather rigid one.    As it would be difficult to get all the eminent 

people together,  the test would be mailed to them.    With a timer, the test 

could be self-administered.    This would mean that people from remote sections 

of the country would not be passed up because of their inaccessibility.    There 

would be at least 5>00 people in each group. 
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The test itself would be greatly changed.    The sub-test on inference 

and the sub-test on recognition of assumptions would be dropped.    These two 

tests look as though they might correlate with scientific aptitude; but in 

this project, they did not come even close.    In fact,  the non-science faculty 

made slightly better scores on these two tests than did the science faculty. 

The mathematics test and the physical science comprehension test would also 

be emitted, because they are too much influenced by previous training.    A 

vocabulary test would be used, but it would be a different one from the one 

in this test.    There would be no attempt to have this test slanted towards 

scientific words.    Instead,  it would be just a regular vocabulary test that 

would have nothing directly to do with scientific aptitude.    Vocabulary 

tests which have high correlations with intelligence tests are frequently 

used in the place of the latter to measure general intellectual ability. 

Ey use of a vocabulary test, it might be possible to establish cut-off 

points showing at which levels a person could operate as a scientist if 

his aptitude be in that direction.    The formulation test would be left in, 

but it would be made much longer.    Instead of having only five questions, 

the new test would have twenty or twenty-five.    The number series test 

would also be left inj and ±% too, would be lengthened.    On that test, there 

would be an effort made to have some of the items much more difficult than 

any of those appearing on the test used in this project.    Too many people 

made perfect scores for it to be a good measure of the limits in that 

ability.    A test in spatial relations would be added.    By having only four 

sub-tests instead of seven,  it would be possible to make each test much more 

thorough than were the tests in this battery.    Then, too,  since each person 

would be taking the test at his own leisure, it would not be as essential 

to make the whole examination so brief. 
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VIII.    Conclusions 

Considering the elimination of falsely promising sub-tests, a more 

efficient instrument becomes increasingly possible; and specific operations 

toward that end are indicated.    Tn view of this state of affairs,  some progress 

ran be said to have occurred as a result of this Honors Project. 
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i    An Inference la «  conclusion which a person draws from certain observed 
L opposed facts..    Thus,  from tie electric light visible behind the window shades 

from the sound of piano music  In a house), a person might infer that someone la at 
l„   But this inference may or may not be correct.,    Possibly the people in the house 

ut leaving the lights on, and  the piano music could  be coning from a radio or 
tnogr-Ph they left playing. 

In Uis test each  exercise begins with a  statement of facts wi ich you are to 
l«g»rd as truec   After each  statement of  facts you will  find-"several possible infer- 
mcei — that is. Inferences wricl   some persons might make from the stated facts,, 
umine each inference  separately,  and make a decision as  to its degree of truth or 
lisity.   On the Answer Sheet you will  find  for each inference spaces marked with  the 
alters T, PT,  ID,,  PP»  and P..    For each  inference make an X on the Answer Sheet 
rough the appropriate letter as follows! 

T — if you think the inference la definitely truet  that it properly follows 
> statement of  facts givenQ 

PT — if, 
that there 

in the light of the fac*-s given, you think the inference is probably 
is bett.-r Uian an even chance  that It is  true,. 

ID — if you decide  that there are insufficient data;   that you cannot tell from 
[      icts given whether the  inference is likely  to be  true or  false* if the fscte pro- 

tests for judging one way or the other0 

PP-- if, in the light of the  facts given, you think the inference is probably 
I that there is better than an even chance that it is false., 

P — if you think the inference  is definitely falset  that it is wrong,  either 
•cause it misinterprets  the  fac%given9 or because it contradicts the  facts or ne- 
esjsry inferences from those factso 

An English  teacher arranged  for the students in one of her classes to see the 
DTie Qreat Expectations,, while  the students in other classes studied the book itself, 
ithoui seeing the picture0    Tests  to measure appreciation and understanding of the 

htory were administered immediately upon completion of each  type of instruction0    On 
y. tests the class which was  taught with   the aid of the movie did better,,    The class 
l*ieh saw the movie became so interested that before the  semester was over, most ot 
pose students read  the v<ook„ entirely on their own initiativec 

lo    The test to measure appreciation and understanding of the story were ad- 
Iflrigtered both  to the  students who  saw the picture and to  those who only studied 
!»•• bookc 

20    The children who were taught with the aid of the motion picture were re« 
|      <1 to read  the book before  ti e end of the semester* 

h    Pupils who see movies instead of reading books lose interest in reading 

,         \io   Host of the children in the class w; ich saw the picture would have pre- 
'•rr«d tc study the book Qreat Expectations in the usual way without the aid of the 

laMi. x 
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.«  teacher «*o conducted the exnerlmant Mill h~r*aftar  try to use er lion 
n they are amiable,  as an -id In teaching li'erary appreciation. 

La can ieam acre about any given subject from avtlori pictures tl *n they 

5o« time ago a crowd gathered in Mlddletovn, Ml- hear the  new ^resident 
local Chamber    f Commerce speako    He said,  "I am not asking, but demanding, 

iabor uniorm *ceept trelr full share of responsibility for civic betterment and 
t lntere-   9,    I em not asking,  but demanding,   that trey Join the Chamber of 

The  listening  reprer »r Utives of the Central Labor Unions applauded en- 
Three months latei   all  the labor unions in Middle   town were repre-^ 

<er of Comwer where  tley served enthusiastically on 'ommlteea, 
I .artlcip- actively in the civic betterment projects 

the labor    .lion representatives and toe other members of the Chamber 
re       ii»e one another's problems and viewpoints better thr 

•   cents 

imber of Commerce has largely 
-un-gement disputes In that town. 

a active participation of the   labor  unions caused friction at the aretings 
-f Commerce. 

in representatives soon regretted :avlng accepted tie Invitation 
te  in   the Chamber of Cornmei- 

Maa e Chamber of Commerce members came  to feel  that Ueir president 
rise  in asking  the union representatives to Join the Chamber. 

The representatives of  the Central Labor Unions joined the Chamber of 
eerca against the desires of the great majority of thelx   membership. 

ive ere it there Is relatively much more  tuberculosis among 
[ States    iun among Whites*    There  is  TO difference, however, 

s  between id Whites who have  the same level of 
e avera-'.e  income of HI in  the United States is considerably t igher 

[ average t of Negroes 

losls can be  ( 

•  iconomic level  of Negroes would reduco  tuberculosis. 

TibetT.ilosis is less previ roes «        relatively h  jh 
■ae than among Negroes with re .ncome* 

ether a Wl ite person is makes no di:'fe7-ence in the like* 
r00* of M |   tubereu 

DO NOT TURN I     TOLD  TO DO SO 

1 
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to    RECOGNITION 0" ASSUMPTIONS 

JlRFXnONSo   An aesumption ie something supposed or taken for grantedo    When 
3on«one states, "I'll graduate  in June," he  iake  for granted or assumes that 
he will be alive in June,  that he will remain in school until that time,  that 
be will pass Ms courses, and similar things.    Below are a number of statements.. 
Bach statement i    followed by several proposed assumptions.,    lou are  to decide 
for etch assumptl n whether it neceesarily is taken for granted"*!.-* the statements 

If you think that the given assumption is  taken for granted in  the state- 
nant, make a hea*y X  through  the word XES in  the proper place on   '.he Answer Sheet* 
If you U.ink the assumption is not necessarily taken for granted in the  statement, 
nuke t heavy X through  the word NO on the Answer Sheet.,    In some cases more than 
one of the given assumptions is necessarily made}   in other cases none of the 
-Ivan assumptions is madeo 

STATE'^FNTt    "Let us immediately build superior armed  force*and   tius keep 
oetc* and prosperity,," 

PROPOSED ASSUMPTIONS! 

17o    If we have superior armed  force** that will insure the maintenance 
of peace and prosperity, 

18c    Unless we  increase our armaments immediately,  we shall have war0 

19o   We now have peace and prosperity,, 

STATEMENT!    "Even if all the wealth  in the country suddenly were to be dis- 
tributed equally,,  some people soon would again become rioh and others pooro" 

PROPOSED ASSUMPTIONSi 

20<>    The real causes of wealth and poverty would not be much affected by 
such Socialismo 

21o    Our present economic system is better  tl.an such Socialismo 

STATEMENT!    "Mary isn't going  to invite John tc  Lei  paj ty, 

PROPO SED AS^'JMPTin JS i 

22o    Mary hasn''t yet had her party,, 

23o    Mary now doesn't like John* 

21jo.    The party will be at, Mary's house» 
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STATEMENT*    'Live  in  the city of Zenith — lowest taxes  » 

PRO -OSED ASSUMPTIONS < 

2$0    Efficient management of a city implies lower taxes., 

26o    An important consideration in deciding where  to lire Is ST Idanee of 
high Uxeio 

27c    The people of Zenith are content with their present city go ernmento 

STATEMENTi    "Our school is  fortunate in having all American pupilt.  so we 
have no race problems0" 

PROPOSED ASS'JVPTIONSi 

28o   American pupils do not present any race problems0 

29c    If we practiced democracy„  tiers would be no race problems* 

30o    A school is unfortunate if its pupils are of varied nationalities,. 

STOP!, 

DO NOT TURN THE PAGE UNTIL TOU ARE TOLD   TO DO SO ft 
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BT3.    MATHEMATICS 

WCTIONSi    The exercises in this  test represent   commonly used arithnstical and 
br«ie skills in first year colleg* «ath and science courses,,    Sclre each of the 

oblens, find the answer among the five «boices»  and record your answer by putting 
I through the letter of the correct choice on the answer sheet. 

fa)  1 (ft) 8*   M\   ^>>~1  ^ 
CL 
V 

I   t   s V  J    YJ\.O*     does      s     £<\u&\  ? 

::,'« c&w-b-~ co>-b4n. C6).*i..« c*^—*- VV> 

S«\ve   W  K:    JJL^ 
ia.9 

A. 

1> 
ioWe 

;ov 

tM 3x 0i> x*. 
^       *+V    „     <b^     (E)    1*. 

CO  (p x 3* 

(ft)   Uo       U)    .tp       W -0(e p     (t>)    9   f      (fe)   Is*   j3 

U+       does      b     t; «|w .-. \ 

CA )  - y *      (ft ) \| - 

-Y?    whot       Aoes      b     e cj* k"Y '-• (oV    (ft) *   (r=) "I 

8-   Comt»'r»e   ?   CL-Ca--^)- 

l©« I<*   &   ,   VW, . v   ,. , 

<MU%    (ft) 3o%    CO  tf//ol     QD)tt/*5%   (?) Sojtsfr 

SToP I       +^o    Nor   TURN   THIS   "^ftkt   UWriL   TOLD   TO   DO   SO[ 

ot 
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?ST l0    FORMULATION 

blRECTlONSs   In this part you are to read each statement or short paragraph and 
i tfiat It tails you to do 0   In most cases this involves writing an algebraic 

Bsalon for what the statement aayso   As in Part I, select the correct an~ 
from among the fire cloices and record your answer by putting an Z through 
letter of the correct choice on the Answer Sheet* 

, The larger of two weights is four pounds less than twice the aaallero   How 
he*vy is the larger weight if the smaller weighs z pounds? 

(A)   2* ♦ U      (B)    x • h        (C>      2(x o U>        (D)      x - h        (B)      2x 5. n 
2 

h   The altitude of a rectangle is h units long*   The base is three units longer 
than the altitude 0   Write an algebraic expression which represents the area 
of the rectangle o 
(A)   h2 ♦ h3       (B)     2h ♦ h3     (C)    2h ♦ 3     (D)    2 ♦ 3h2     (g)    n* ♦ 3h 

A submarine propelled by Diesel and electric motors crosses s large body of 
water 0   The Diesel motors drive the craft £ miles and the electric the remain- 
der of the distances   If the electric motors operate 500 idles less than the 
Diesels, how wide is the body of water? 
(A)     500/ ♦ y2      (B)    2y ♦ 500       (C)     2y - 500     (D)   y* ♦ 500      (E)    y ♦ 5007 

If a body ie to move uniformly in a circular path, it must be pulled toward the 
center with a force PD   The magnitude of this force (?) is equal to the ratio 
of the product of the mass m of the parts and the square of the velocity V to 
the radius of rotation rc   Express this as a formulae 

(A)   P - Vr       (B)    P ♦ mr2     (cj    mV* <D) V - P 
r* 

(E) P - 2 f 
I 

Bow many kilowatt hours of electrical energy can be bought for 0 dollars if each 
kilowatt hour costs c cents? 
(i)     100 Do       (B)     100 D     (C)       D (D)   D (E)     c 

o loTTc e D 

•con 

DO NOT TORN THE PAGE UNTIL TOD ARE TOLD TO DO SO «> 
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EST 5 - PHYSICAL SCIENCE COMPRVJiBNSTON 

' canine each  a* ^ 
Use statement iheet. 
71 e  statement 

I  sink deeper ha  water AS  I ■   :rom a ri-rer  into  the 
in 

lbe bubbles emerging  from a direr"a auit becomoa amaller as  thay appr>* 
aurfac* , 
An opaque eubBtance obstruct*  the passage of Li, 

la has less density tf.an skin mill-. 
■n  Is always tfreater  thai 

A > a Rood co at 
. ised al 

I 
"ere el y COflW 

re of the hunai La abou 
atrip can be  used   to ae 

100,000 miles per secondc 
ssure   lowers lng pc> 
reseure 

'is  upor 
q 

■ 

free* 

N irk   Ln i   ■ ■ •• .oair, 

iv« bee. 
-   * at ah 

i a steam locomo 

* M 

Hoi* 

JNTLL  YOO AftE TCl 1 SO, 
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VERBAL COMPREHENSION 

SECTIONSi    After each word i . 
irds, on* of which is moat nearly equivalent in meaning  to  the word in capital 

Seltct the noet appropriate answer and put an X  through ita letter on the 
svsr sheet,. 

I DIRECTIONS!    After each word in CAPITAL LETTERS there are  ITre choicee of other 
I lords, one of which is most nearly equivalent in meaning  to  the word in capital 
I «r~-,   Sel*'**   th*   rm«t.  »nnm»nr1nt«   miua*    >nH   ■•>•««    --   V    tu.....L    **_   -i-*» ._ 
I     ;v»r sheet 

I        REFRACTION    (A)  increase refutation i)  uniting    (S)  acclaijiiing 

I       CONDUIT    (A) eaey    (B)  behavior    (C)  channel    (D)  uniting    (E)  concealed 

I 30   CATALYSIS    (A) eoLor    (B)  catacomb    (C) change    (D)   fumigation    (E) activation 

I NCRENENT    (A) accusation    (B)  assessment    (C) expenaa    (D) addition    (E) dis~ 
crepaney 

I       SUBLIMATE    (A) cool    (B)  aubdue    (C)  elevate    (D) ragule-te    (E) combine 

I       HYPOTHESIS    (A)  aupposivion    (8)  relation    (C) provision    (D) proof    (E) unknown 

I       &PPAR7TI0N    (A) storm    (B) noise    (C)  phantom    (D)  threat    (E) danger 

I       OSMOSIS    (A)  combining    (B)  diffusion    (C)  ossification    (D)  incantation 
(E) clarification 

I       COLLOIDAL    (A)  thin    (B) sauclnoua    (C) powdered    (D) hairy    (E) beautiful 

I       PRETEXT    (A) ritual    (B)   fictitious reason    (C)  sermon    (D)  truthful motive 
(E) context 

I       DOGMATISM   (A) dramatism    (B)  positiveness    (D) doubtful    (D)   tentativeness 
(E) realism 

p    ELECTRODE    (A) officer    (B) electrolyte    (C)  terminal    (D) positive    (E) election 

I       SKIT    (A)  remain    (B)  return    (C)  enter    (D) omit    (E) discharge 

I       PROFICIENCY    (A) vocation    (B) competency    (C)  repugnancy    (D)  prominence 
(E) urgency 

I       BIBLIOGRAPHY    (A) description    (B)  stenography     (C) photograph    (D)  compilation 
of books    (E)   typographical sample 

|6 FIDELITY    (A)  belief    (B)   treachery    (C) strength    (D)  loyalty    (E)  futility 

t? SimoUETTE    (A) cloth    (B) garmet    (C)   shadow    (D) streak    (E) price 

I? HEMISCUS    (A)  bottom    (3)  crescent.    (C)  weigf site    (E)  col 

I?- ISOTROPIC    (A) changed    (B) identical    (C)  transferred    (D) opposite    (E)  isolated 

P" AMELIORATE    (A) assimllata    (B) improve    (C)  contaminate    (D) abuse    (E)  inroei 

fl EMANATING    (A)  important    (B)  abundance    (C)  cooling    (D) radiating    (E)  dec 

r2 TACIT    (A) tactful    (B*   1 ud    (0)  implied    (D)  stupid    (E) quick 

STOP?,   DO  HOT TURN THE PAGE DHTIL YOU ARE   • 
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UOMBER SERIES 

f-TIONSt    The nuebera in each  series proceed according to  so 
•arias you art  to find tha next nuabsr,. 

■a rulsr.    Fbr aaofa 

V- 11    15    11*    18    17    21    20 (a)19    (b)21    (c)23    <d)2U    <a)27 

The psttarn 1st    up four nnnbera,   tnen down ona number,.    It keeps repeating it° 
m fi up four, down one, up four, etc0    As you can see, after 21 drops down one  to 
B  it is tine to go up four agaln0    Tha correct number is 21*o    Tou would sake an X 
■rough the letter d on your answer sheetr.    Do the others the s«ne wy as  this one 
■• don*o 

7 11 15 19 23 27 31 

27 23 26 22 

1   68 72 36 1*0 20 21* 12 

I   86 78 70 62 514 U6 38 

1   9U 92 U6 Uu 22 20 10 

25 22 11 33 30 15 U5 

li 7 8 7 10 U 10 

10 12 In 12 U* 16 lh 

1     35 28 U 11 77 70 10 

I* 5 7 U 8 13 7 

W 51 Sk 27 9 U Xb 

I     li 8 16 8 16 32 2U 

(a)3U 

(«)18 

(•) 6 

(a)28 

(•) li 

(«)15 

(a) 6 

(•)12 

(•) h 

(a) 0 

(•) 7 

(a)12 

(b)35 

(b)19 

(b)l6 

(b)30 

(b) 5 

(b)lil 

(b) 9 

(b)Hi 

(b)17 

(b)13 

(b)l6 

(b)l6 

(c)36 

(c)22 

(c)20 

(c)32 

(c) 8 

(c)h2 

(e)ll 

(c)16 

(c)63 

(c)H» 

(c)17 

(c)2li 

(d)37 

(d)I5 

(d)2li 

(d)3« 

(d)12 

(d)U8 

(4)13 

(d)ie 

(d)70 

(d)l5 

(d)l8 

(d)32 

(a)38 

(e)26 

(e)28 

(e)36 

(e)Hi 

(a)135 

(e)Hi 

(a)20 

(a)77 

(a)l6 

(e)28 

(e)U8 

STOP?,      END OF TEST 




